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greifbaren Quellen genutzt. Im Jahre 1982 erschien
seine letzte große Arbeit, „Amerika - Die Neue
oder die Alte Welt?“, in der er einen Teil der ame
rikanischen Mesolithiker nach Europa abwandem
ließ, und ihm war nur zu bewußt, wie provozierend
seine Thesen wirken mußten.

Werner Müllers große Leidenschaft galt im
mer den archaischen Kulturen, vor allem den In
dianern, in denen er ihre eindrucksvollsten Vertre
ter sah. Bis zuletzt arbeitete er an einem abschlie

ßenden Buch über sie, das er nicht mehr vollenden
konnte. Was immer man über seine Schriften sa

gen wird: sie haben den unbestreitbaren Vorzug,
stets nahe am Selbstverständnis derer zu liegen,
über die er schrieb. Er suchte, wie er selbst sagen
würde, das „seelische Zentrum“ jener Kulturen in
ihren Mythen, ihren Ritualen, ihren Visionen und
Träumen. Auf seine Art war er selbst ein Visionär,

offen für große Gesten, bisweilen wehmütig, aber
immer auch ein wenig verschmitzt.

On T. O. Beidelman’s Reply
(Anthropos 85.1990: 192-194)

John W. Burton

I welcome the invitation to respond to T. O. Bei
delman’s comment on my review of two ethnog

raphies of African religions recently re-issued in
paperback. It would be a waste of precious journal
space to acknowledge and address his ad hominem
slander, so I will respond only to matters of fact
rather than his own views. The suggestion that
“Lugbara Religion” is not even about religion
(Beidelman 1990: 192) is lifted directly from the
preface of the re-issued study where it is written
(viii) that the book is neither about organizational
politics “nor religious systems.” Beidelman’s ar
gument really seems to be with the editor rather
than with me. My intent was not to systematically
assess the many and rich essays Middleton has
written on the Lugbara but to contrast two styles
in the appreciation of African systems of thought.
A long time ago, Robin Horton raised similar
questions about Lugbara religion. To correct the
inaccurate portrait of Lienhardt’s work (Beidelman
1990: 193), it should be noted that while he may
not have been as prolific as his peers, his diverse
essays are singular in their clarity, interpretation,
and mode of presentation. I hope Beidelman con

tinues to profit from his reading of Lienhardt’s
work. I am uncertain why Beidelman mentions
some of my writing on the Atuot. I certainly did
not compare my work to either Middleton’s nor
Lienhardt’s. Indeed, in my first book on the Atuot
I suggested that it should be regarded at best as
an appendix to Lienhardt’s masterly work. In any
event, a different view of the value of that study is
provided by Lienhardt’s review (.Africa 56. 1986:
249-251) and more recently by Baxter {American
Ethnologist 16. 1989: 170 f.). I did not intend this
brief review to be an occasion for an extended ap

preciation of Evans-Pritchard’s study of religion.
Nonetheless, Beidelman charges that I produce a
“grotesque” presentation of his thought. At least
I am in good company since he argues that the
essay I cite is “surely the most muddled essay that
Evans-Pritchard ever published.” But to correct
Beidelman, I am not the least bit confused on the
matter of differences between Evans-Pritchard’s
earlier and later works (if one wants to make
such a crass dichotomy). Quite in the manner that
Michael Kenny (1987) perceived, the commentary
on Evans-Pritchard’s work has produced a series
of self-projective images, with one author and then
another arguing a case about what he really meant.
I did not attempt to “mock” (Beidelman 1990: 194)
Ortner’s idealized model of human nature but only
raised concern about how an ethnocentric image
of that sort should or should not be adhered to

in a study of the moral and religious values of
one or another African religion. In that light it is
laughable that Beidelman (1980: 1420) is critical
of Evans-Pritchard for failing “to discuss ritual
activity as a manipulated field of strategies.” A
number of concerns attend this statement. Lirst,
by his own account (Beidelman 1990: 194) Beidel
man asserts that Evans-Pritchard was fully aware

of the way in which “Zande princes manipulate
such beliefs and practices in order to confirm their
own power and authority.” Surely it would be
helpful if Beidelman would make up his mind.
It is also curious that he should be critical of
Evans-Pritchard for failing to do what he never at

tempted, particularly in “Nuer Religion.” Perhaps
Evans-Pritchard did not view Nuer religion as a
“manipulated field of strategies” because he was
uncertain how such a peculiar construction might
be phrased in the Nuer language.

If these few remarks seem to have followed

in a random fashion this is only because I have
written them with Beidelman’s text close to my
side.

Surely I owe Professor John Middleton a pub
lic apology for lauding one important study of an


